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Abstract-We consider the Hopf points emanating from Takens-Bogdanov points of non-linear 
systems with &-symmetry. Conditions for the nondegeneracy of the Hopf points are deduced. While 
a Hopf point predicts the possibility of a bifurcation from the steady-state solutions to periodic orbits, 
the nondegeneracy guaranteea the certainty of the biiurcation. 
Consider the ODE with the two parameters and its steady-state equation 
11 + f(l, A, o) = 0, f:XxllP~X, (I) 
f(t, A, o) = 0, f:XxlP-+X, (2) 
where X = R, f is a C3 nonlinear mapping with &-symmetry: there is a linear operator 
s : X + X such that s # I, s2 = I, sf(z, A, a) = f(sz, A, a) for (z, A, o) E X x W2. We split X 
and X’(the dual space of X) into 
X=X,$X,, X,:={ZEX,sz=c}, x, := {z E X,st = -z}, (3a) 
X’ = x: @XA, x; := {Ic, E X’,$S = $}, x; := {?j E X’, r/s = -$}. (3b) 
A point (2, X, o) solving (2) is called a steady-state. A steady-state where the Frechdt derivative 
fi has purely imaginary eigenvalues fwi # 0 is called a Hopf point, and where frc has a zero 
eigenvalue a singular point. 
We are concerned with the Hopf points emanating from Zz-symmetry-breaking Takens-Bogda- 
nov point (STB point) where fz( to, X0, ao) has a double zero eigenvalue with ze E X,, and the 
eigenvector cpe E X,. The existence and computation of such Hopf points has been studied in, 
e.g., [1,2]. Our aim is to confirm the nondegeneray of these Hopf points under certain conditions 
imposed on the STB point. The significance of the result is, while a Hopf point predicts the 
possibility of a bifurcation from the steady-states to periodic orbits of (l), the nondegeneracy 
((Hl, 2) below) g uarantees the certainty of the bifurcation [3, Theorem 3.1, Chapter VIII]. 
We say a Hopf point (2, A, a) is nondegenerate (for the fixed a) if (Hl) fwi are simple eigen- 
values of f=(z,X,cr) and unique on the imaginary axis; (H2) On the unique steady-state path 
(c(r),X + r) with z(0) = z for the fixed a (th e existence of such a path is guaranteed by (Hl)), 
f=(z(r), A + T, CY) has eigenvalues c(r) f W(T) i satisfying a(O) = 0, w(O) = w, a’(O) # 0. 
(to, X0, QO) is called an STB point if there exist cpe and $0 such that (fi := f=(zo, Ao, a~)) : 
f(20,Xo,ao) = 0, 20 E XS, (44 
Nullff = span(cpo), 0 # cpo E Xa; Rangefi = {z E X, $0~ = 0}, $0 E XA, (4b) 
tjropo = 0. (44 
Condition (4) leads to the existence of (pi, w. E X, and $i, IO E Xi satisfying 
~ocpo=l. $owo=l. f:pl=po, lop1=0. !hf:=?bo, ~1wo=O. (5) 
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H(z,a):= {f(z,&o),f&J,r+-wb,locr-l,f,(zJ,a)b+wa,lcb} =0, (9a) 
2 = (t,eJ,b,w), 20 =(zc,(~e,Xc,O,O), H:ZxlR~Z:=XxXxlRxXxlR. (9b) 
If H(Z,Q) = 0 and w # 0, then (z,A,cr) is a Hopf point. The solutions of (9) with w = 0 
correspond to singular points. We quote below some results from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 of [2]. 






In(z,a) ~X,xX,xWx{0)x{0}xlR, th ere is a unique solution path of (9), corresponding 
to the quadratic pitchfork points in (7). These are the only singular points near (2, As, ~0) 
in X x P2. . 
In X, x X, x Iw x X, x lR2, there is precisely another solution path, corresponding to Hopf 
points and having a tangent vector (O,O,O,-cpi,l,O) at (zo,crc). 
If in addition bzbC < 0, then in X2 x IR x X x lR2, there is precisely a third solution path, 
standingforHopfpointsandhavinga tangent vector(~o,v,,O,-J-PI, ,/q,O). 
If b,b, > 0 then there is no other solution path apart from the two in (i),(ii). 
(I(E),X(E),(Y(E)) be the H op path in either (ii) or (iii) of Lemma 1. f Note that 
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We will need the following nondegeneracy conditions for the STB point (te, Xs, a,-,): 
bx := &(f:oE ux + f:,“,) PO # 0, b, := +o(&, ‘p; + 3f,o, u, PO) # 0, b( := $0 ‘pi # 0, (6) 
where VA and v, are defined by fi V,J + fi = 0, v~~X,andf,Ov,+f~=~~=O,v,~X,. A 
singular point satisying (4a,b) and bx b, # 0 is called a quadratic pitchfork point. It is easy to see 
that (cf. Theorem 3.5 [2]) there exists precisely one singular point path near the STB point, which 
falls into X, x lR2, corresponds to quadratic pitchfork points and can be smoothly parameterized 
as (z(o), x(o), a). Th ere also exist smooth functions e(o) E X, and q(o) E Xi such that 
f&z(a), J(a), a) (P(m) = 0, 10 P(a) = 1; d(a) fJz(a), J(a), a) = 0, 6(a) w0 = 1, (7a) 
(%(a,), qao), 9(ao), $(ao)) = (20, Ao, PO, fbo). (7b) 
We shall follow [2] to require 
& M(o)) P(o)) I,,,,# 0. (8) 
Define (see [2,4,5]) 
f&(4> A(E), Q(E)) is nonsingular for E # 0 by (i) of Lemma 1. Hence, by the Implicit Function 
Theorem, there exists a unique solution manifold z = z(r, 6) : W x (W \ (0)) --t X such that 
f (47, E), A(&) + 7, Q(E)) = 0, 40, E) = Z(E), for .z # 0. (IO) 
To investigate the eigenvalues with a small real part, we consider (f=(r,e) := fs(z(r,&), 
A(E) + 7, (Y(E))) 
h(?A 7, E) := {[(fi(T, E) - 42 + PI c, lo C! lo fs(r, E) c - 1) = 0, 
h : Y x nu x (W\ (0)) w Y := x x Illa, 
(W 
Y := (C,~,Co,V(E) = (C(E), Q(47/4&)) := (~Jww) * ( w 
The introduction of (11) is inspired by the extended systems used in [1,6]. Note that if (y, z, E) 
solves (lla), then u f $I2 i are eigenvalues of f=(r, E). By Lemma 1, we have 
ase-io. (12) 
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By f=(c) b(~) = -W(E) Q(E), (llb),(l2),(9b) and (s(~),o(&)) -+ (20, (~0) 
w 
hy(Y(E),O,E)+ Bo := 10 
-yo PO 
0 1 1 as&-+O. (13) /ofi0 0 0 
But Bs is nonsingular due to Nulls n Range(fi)2 = (0) and Nulls = span(~o, cpi), 
which are direct consequences of (4) and b, # 0 in (6). So (11) admits a unique and smooth 
solution manifold y = y(r, E) = (C(r, E), ~(r, E), ~(7, E)) such that 
h(Y(T, E), 7, E) = 0, Y(O,E) = Y(E), for c # 0. (14) 
Before presenting the main theorem, we will be dealing with the “eigenvalue crossing” condition 
62(0, E) # 0, for E # 0. (15) 
Define complex eigenvectors (O(E), $(E) by (j’=(c) := f,(z(~), A(E), (Y(E)) etc.) 
(f=(E) + W(E)4 JO(E) = 0, IO(P(E) =1; tqE)(fz(E) + W(E) q = 0, $(E) wo = 1. (16) 
We observe that (recall P(E) = w(s)2and h(y(&), 0, E) = 0) 
lW(fd42 +/J(c)) = 0, ti(O) = +o, (P(E) = (f,(E) - w(E)i)C(E), $40) = 90. (17) 
Differentiating [(.~&T,E))~ + p(r,s)]C(~,~) = 0 (see (14)) in r at (7,~) = (0,~) gives 
(Afz + f=A - 20, fi + PT)C + (J-Z + P)G = 0, A(E) := fzz((~) ~(0, E) + ~ZA(E). (18) 
In (18)-(22) we use the abbreviations A = A(E), u, = CT~(O,E), etc. In virtue of (16),(17), 
(1/M= + +fA) C = tiA(fz - wi) (’ = UP, (19) 
tifz,c = -w+c = GYP - fzC) * WfzC = tip. (20) 
Now multiply (18) by $(E) and use (17),(19),(20) to obtain 
$(AP - ozcp + PA) = 0. (21) 
Note(~~)~#Oforsmalls#Oas~C--,$o~i #O,E -+ 0. So solving the real part of (21) results 
in 
(tiC)R . 
R and I denote real and imaginary parts, respectively. Then the imaginary part of (21) gives 
ort($X)~ (+P)R-(+P)I (WRI=P(E) := (WI (ti&)~ -(+AP)I(WR. (22) 
We claim that 
P(0) = 0, (23) 
and we shall assume 
A(0) # 0. (24) 
Then (22)-(24) imply (15), as desired. 
Next, we show (23) and formulate (24) in more detail (see (28),(32) below). To this end, 
differentiating (16) in E at E = 0 gives (cpp := (~~(0)~ etc., and see (6) for v,) 
Case (II) : p,O = -w,O+qi, $J,,” = -wftjli; 
Case (III) : ‘py = w, - wf cpli, $9 = $, - wf &i, (25) 
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where $, is defined by & fi -t $0 f’, (00 = 0, & wo = 0. We note V& E Xi. By (25), 
(tiC)R(&) = $0 (Pl -f- O(E), (+<)I(&) = -&w,o $1 $‘l + o(E’). (26) 
We have to estimate +!JA~ separately for Cases (ii), (iii). For Case (ii), note (10) is well-defined 
for E = 0. So differentiating (10) in r at (7,~) = (0,O) gives zr(O,O) = VA. Then by (25), 
($-Q)R(E) = bx + O(E), ($&)I(E) = --Ew~($J~ Ao PO + $0 Ao ~1) + O(E~), (27) 
where A0 := f” 22 VA + &. So for case (ii), (23) is true, and (24) becomes (note w,” = 1) 
-tir (~1 bx + $0 cpi($~i Ao cpo + $0 Ao cpi) # 0. (28) 
For Case (iii), (10) h as no meaning for E = 0. To evaluate ~~(0, E) we note that by (10) 
f,(E) ZT(O, E) + fA(E) = 0, for E # 0, (29) 
and consider the following extended system (cf. (16),(17),(25)) 
g(% s) := {&(&)(&-2 (PR(&) 0 + u) + fX(&), /Ov} = 0, E # 0, (304 
s(u, 0) := {f,v + I-,” - (w:)2’pl~, lov) = 0, E = 0, (g(u,O) = hS(U,E)), ( 30b) 
11 := (V, e>, 210 := (vx,O), g:uxIR~u:=xxllR. (3Oc) 
Noting g”(zle, 0) is nonsingular, we have a unique solution path u(c) = (V(E), e(s)) with u(O) = ue. 
But the solution ~~(0,s) to (29) is unique due to the nonsingularity off,(~) for E # 0. Thus, 
tr(O, 5) = &-2 e(E) ‘+‘R(&) + V(E), & # 0. (31) 
Note EC+(O,E) = e-l e(E) pR(E) + EV(E) -+ 0; cpo. So (23) follows from 
(WI(~~&)R(E) = --&wz $1 ~P~(~~AP)R(E) + O(E) -+ -w,” dl(p1$0 & ,pg 6: = 0, asE-+O, 
(~AJo)l(~) = -d’(h 4~) PO + tie 4~) PI) + O(E) + -4 e:w fk (0; + lclo f’z p. (0d = 0. 
In this, (24) becomes 
$ [(tic)1 (v+&)R - (tiA~)~ (tic)Rl (a=O# 0, A = f&)(E-2w PR(E) $- v(E)) + f&b (32) 
THEOREM 2. Let (z(E),cY(E)) be th e solution path in Lemma 1 (ii) and assume (4)-(6),(8),(28). 
Then the corresponding Hopf points (C(E), X(E), (Y(E)) are nondegenerate for all small enough 
e # 0; that is, (Hl)’ f W(E) i (# 0) are simple eigenvalues of f,(E) and unique on the imaginary 
axis, and (H2)‘, on the unique steady state path (z(r, E), X(E)+~, (Y(E)) with ~(0, E) = Z(E), f,(r, E) 
has eigenvalues ~(7, E) f w(~,E) i with ~(O,E) = 0, ~(0, E) = W(E), g7(0, E) # 0. If also b, bc < 0 
and (32) are valid, then the same holds for the Hopf points in Lemma 1 (iii). 
PROOF. It only remains to show (Hl)‘. First, W(E) # 0 for E # 0 because w(0) = 0 and w,(O) # 0, 
by Lemma 1. Second, for small E # 0, f,(c) as a small perturbation of fz has no eigenvalue on the 
imaginary axis other than the *W(E) i. Similarly, f=(c) + W(E) i h as at most one-dimensional null 
space. But it indeed has a nonzero null vector (P(E) in (17). So Null (fz(c)+w(E)) i = span(cp(e)). 
BY (26) and bc # 0 in (7) ($ (~~(E)(P(E))L=o)I = (@PO + +O +$‘)I = -wi(h 90 + +O CPI) = 
-2~: $0 (~1 # 0. This together with J!J(O) ~(0) = $0 (00 = 0 implies $J(E) (P(E) # 0, for E # 0. 
Therefore, -w(s)i is simple for E # 0. So is w(.z)i. 
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